The Evil Ultra-Rich and How to Deal with them

The Largest Evil In the World Today and How to Deal with It

http://indavideo.hu/video/How_to_stop_the_Plot_to_Enslave_Humanity
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SUPER-RICH VERSUS EVIL ULTRA-RICH

Your name + Value will be on a list

If your name is on a public list, the printer + editor will have a mysterious accident

GOOD & PLenty

These people are visible, active and they pay taxes openly

These people Value money but they also want to be LIKED.

They do Nice things for people to minimize taxes + to be liked

They play by the Rules, Love their families + their Luxury

The Super-Rich have about 100 Trillion dollars in controlled well tracked banks + assets

The Super-Rich have values, feelings and some compassion

They want to be remembered fondly in history as being good

1. Bill Gates $72B
2. Warren Buffet $58.5B
3. Jeff Bezos $56B
4. Mark Zuckerberg $17B
5. Ronald Perelman $14B
6. Bill Gross $7.7B
7. George Soros $6.5B
8. Donald Trump $3.5B
9. Oprah Winfrey $2.88

They do NOT Pay All Taxes, they Hide and their Actions are Covert

These People have Killed Presidents Purposely made the Prosecuters + the Law look the other way as they make children addicted slaves in the hundreds of millions, They fan wars to sell weapons to both sides, Their list of crimes is vast but ignored.

The Ultra-Rich have somewhere from 300 Trillion - 1 Quadrillion (1000 Tril) well hidden in secret banks + assets

The Ultra-Rich have no feelings of compassion, they fear equality, they fear exposure, they will do anything to control the masses

There are good Super-Rich People who we know, see and love.

There are evil greedy secret Ultra-Rich people, we do not see, who put profit over people and seek to control the masses.
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More than 25% of the world trade is from Companies that kill people to make profit. Their massive resources can buy ANYTHING, commit ANY crime, twist any story, divert attention. These corporations are involved in 1 out of every 3 deaths.

My name is Jacob Rothschild

My family is worth trillions of dollars. We own nearly every central bank in the world. We financed wars. We own your media, your oil, and your government. You have probably never heard of me.

The real question is why the media refuses to even mention the name of this incredibly wealthy and powerful family? In this video, it proves nearly the entirety of the US, UK, and Aussie media are controlled by Jewish Zionists. And those Zionists know that if the world knew that one family controlled more wealth than dozens of poor nations put together, their world would be a public outcry.

Battle of the Millenia: David Desi vs. Goliaths

Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma, Big Media, Big Banking, Big Money
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Article appearing in Lige Magazine

To confront a person with his own shadow is to show him his own light.

(Carl Jung)

To confront a Society with his own shadow is to show him his own light.

(Carl Jung)
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There will always be an evil shadowy side. Just as there is Yin To Yang, there will be a shadow side to humanity. But we cannot let them assume control.

"For we are opposed around the world by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that relies on covert means for expanding its sphere of influence--on infiltration instead of invasion, on subversion instead of elections, on intimidation instead of free choice, on guerrillas by night instead of armies by day. It is a system which has conscripted vast human and material resources into the building of a tightly knit, highly efficient machine that combines military, diplomatic, intelligence, economic, scientific and political operations."

- President John F. Kennedy gave at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel on April 27, 1961.

"There's a plot in this country to enslave every man, woman and child. Before I leave this high and noble office, I intend to expose this plot."

- President John F. Kennedy
7 days before his assassination

http://equal-chances.com/
http://indavideo.hu/video/Equal_Economic_Education-_a_Story_of_Sacrifice_versus_Conspiracy
http://indavideo.hu/video/Minorities_are_Not_Stupid_-_Our_Educational_Funding_is_Stupid
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTeUCZXzoBg

http://indavideo.hu/video/Lincolns_Fight_for_Equality

I care not what puppet is placed upon the throne of England to rule the Empire on which the sun never sets.

The man who controls Britain’s money supply controls the British Empire, and I control the British money supply.

-Nathan Rothschild
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HELLO THERE,
MY NAME IS JACOB ROTHSCHILD.
MY FAMILY IS WORTH
500 TRILLION DOLLARS.
WE OWN NEARLY EVERY
CENTRAL BANK IN THE WORLD.
WE FINANCED BOTH SIDES OF
EVERY WAR SINCE NAPOLEON.
WE OWN YOUR NEWS,
THE MEDIA, YOUR OIL,
AND YOUR GOVERNMENT.

You have probably never heard of me.

http://indavideo.hu/video/Open_Letter_about_SINthetic_drugs_2nd_version

http://indavideo.hu/video/How_to_stop_the_Plot_to_Enslave_Humanity

http://indavideo.hu/video/Why_Some_People_Are_Evil_And_What_Can_We_Do_To_Help_Them

http://medicalexposedownloads.com/PDF/Big%20Tobacco%20the%20Evil%20that%20does%20not%20die.pdf

http://medicalexposedownloads.com/PDF/EVIL%20BIG%20OIL--Why%20should%20we%20dig%20for%20oil%20when%20we%20can%20grow%20it.pdf
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Rockefeller at one time owned more than 2.5% of the USA total Money

Rupert Murdoch Forces us to See the News as he Wants us to see it
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"IF YOU CONTROL THE FOOD SUPPLY, YOU CONTROL THE PEOPLE"

The Goal is Total Financial Control of the World’s Food Supply

Thru Synthetic Patents

MONSANTO

Russian Roulette with Biology and your Children’s Lives

THE GMO APPLICATION PROCESS

Investors Demand Profit

Interested Parties Fill Out an Application to Develop GMO’s. They Lie about safety and Start Selling Stocks in the Company. It’s all about money.

The GMO Application is Sent to the Registrar for GMO’s at the Department of Agriculture. The people at this office are ex-workers or future workers for the company who make GMO’s.

Field Trials

Results are often written before the study is done.

Commercial Commodity

We have no idea what will happen to this new organism in ten, twenty, or more years. But we will have made a lot of money and moved on by then. I hope somebody notices that there is no long term safety studies appearing on the form, without long term safety studies the whole process is biased and wrongful.

The GMO Registrar is Informed of the Decision of the Executive Council and Implements it. Enough money can buy most anything.

The Executive Council evaluates the application, taking into consideration the recommendation from the advisory committee and public input and taking into consideration the kickbacks and favors.

A Recommendation Document is Prepared by the Advisory Committee.

World watches not Profit over people again.
We all know about their existence. We do not see all of their actions but we all know the greedy evil Ultra-Rich exist and they threaten humanity.
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PROOF of the ULTRA RICH CONTROL & mind domination

1. Dec 21, 1913, The United States Congress is duped by bankers and tricked by the Ultra Rich into making a pseudo-governmental but actually privately owned corporation, the Federal Reserve. The Federal Reserve is no more federal than Federal Express. It's owners are secret. It is never audited, reports to no-one, and covertly and firmly control the American government completely.

2. The Ultra Rich control all. They put profits above people and prohibit the FDA from stopping the sale of cigarettes. The Ultra Rich push quick fat making white dextrose sugar over more healthy lowcalorie fruit sugar. They push meat over vegetables, and a disease care system over a health or wellness care. Disease care is a major source of profit. They stop the electric car, push SNIFFD's patent drugs, limit malpractice suits, prosecute dissenters, pollute the waters, destroy the trees, promote stupidity, push a drug culture and slowly stop protesters and speak out free speech. They push addiction to tobacco, sugar and drugs and take away dignity.

3. 1999 - The World Trade Towers fail a fire safety inspection. By 9-11. The Ultra Rich owners of the towers are told that the towers will be condemned sometime in the next ten years. A master plan is designed to use xenophobia and fear to give more control.

4. 2000. - The Ultra Rich owners get a 3.5 billion dollar insurance policy. The Ultra Rich request a double indemnity 7 billion dollar clause if both towers fall in the same day from public transport. This clause is granted because how improbable would it be.

5. Sept 11, 2001. The towers fall under suspicious circumstances. The ULTIMATE PROOF is that the worst crime in history, 9/11 is totally ruled out from investigation. George Bush orders that there CANBE NO investigation of the most outrageous crime of all time.

6. Aug 8, 2007. Five major corporations headed by Rupert Murdoch control all of the media, the newspapers, the Wall street journal, the TV, radio, and movies. Protest movies and new thinkers are weeded out and refused opportunities. The world spins in the stupid side. The Ultra Rich control, twist, distort, and deform what we hear and read about the world. The truth is hidden and the Ultra Rich are never to blame. 8-8 is the anniversary of Hiroshima, a date of infamy for many reasons.

7. Aug 8, 2007. The USA grants itself the power to listen to all conversations worldwide, all bank transactions, and all electronic communications. The world blindly offers no resistance, the Ultra Rich control this power. The media is worshipped.

8. 2000- till now Small petty anal retentive geek minds are employed as paper pushers to control any attempts to challenge the Ultra Rich.

9. 2009- The planners of the crime remain un-cought and un-investigated for almost a decade, wars are made on lies, billions live in fear, millions die. Fear, anger, greed, hate accelerate. Weapon sales soar, oil prices soar, all problems soar beyond comprehension. The financial power drifts from the USA to the MidEast.

10. 2008-2009 The US government spends a trillion dollars of taxpayer money to bail out the Ultra Rich who have mismanaged credit. The Ultra Rich make mistakes and the middle class lose their property and sell it for pennies on the dollar to the Ultra Rich. The Ultra Rich owned Federal Reserve is assuming control of the land and the money while America is being un-privatized and shifting from a land of freeholders to a country of indentured servants. The world watches hopelessly powerless to stop, as the Ultra Rich Federal reserve print more money (from Thin Air) for the Ultra Rich to lend America with interest.

11. There is no proof that there is no lizard alien culture behind this. There is definitely a selfish cruel bantal lizard brain in all of us. So there is a lizard brain behind this conspiracy, and until we have proof that there is no covert alien presence we should proceed that the guns are loaded. We need more information to the people.

12. Today and until we do something to end it--The rich get vastly richer, the poor get poorer. The Ultra Rich control what we see, they control how we think, they listen to our every action, they use petty minds to twist and work against any who oppose them. They treat middle class money when they can and print money at a whim.

When will the people wake up? Can the Angel wake us up? Is there any hope? Yes the internet media, I-AM-Films and Equal Economic Education are the start. Join and become one of the hundred million Angels predicted in the Bible. Tell your friends to watch TMT TV and to read this book. 2012 is approaching fast.

The more we learn about them the less control they will have. Knowledge is Power.
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Ultra Rich Control

Banks
Federal Reserve

Governments
Lobby Groups

Scientists
Grants, Jobs, Funding

Media
Absolute Distribution Control

Movies . News . Music
Protesters are under strict control to not really threaten the Ultra Rich...
the Celebrity Culture assures public control

Big Sugar . Big Tobacco . Big Pharmaceuticals
The 3 largest killers or humans are not really under any real control
They arrogantly put profit over people

Regulatory Agencies . FDA
Complete control of the foods, drugs, medicine, vaccines, and Philosophy

Now that they can listen to your every conversation, look at any of your bank transactions, market any thought, idea, or concept to the stupid public, the Ultra Rich Control is just about perfect. The message of the Angel is to

WAKE UP
There is no thing more powerful than all the Armies of the World, and that is an idea whose time has come.
The Messages of the Angel.

They have more power than our leaders, more influence that the courts, but they fear the light of day and exposure.
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There are Ultra-Rich Corporations that control so much Money they can Literally Buy or Control Most Anything

- BIG PHARMA
- Big Tobacco
- ULTRA RICH
- Politicians
- The Ultra-Rich own the World Govts + leaders

Evil Bankers

- Stay on Your Medication
- owned by Big Pharma
- They Listen to Everything
- You Say and They Want to Control You and Your Children Next

Law

Court
Prosecutors

The Ultra-Rich Control the Media
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http://indavideo.hu/video/Open_Letter_about_SINthetic_drugs_2nd_version

http://indavideo.hu/video/How_to_stop_the_Plot_to_Enslave_Humanity

http://indavideo.hu/video/Why_Some_People_Are_Evil_And_What_Can_We_Do_To_Help_Them

http://medicalexposedownloads.com/PDF/Big%20Tobacco%20the%20Evil%20that%20does%20not%20die.pdf

http://medicalexposedownloads.com/PDF/EVIL%20BIG%20OIL--Why%20should%20we%20dig%20for%20oil%20when%20we%20can%20grow%20it.pdf
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The Incredible need for Big Money to Run a Campaign Today makes a Young Politician Quite Susceptible to being bought and owned by the Extremely Rich Ultra-Rich. And since office might only last a few years the promise of jobs, grants, or favors after office are too hard to resist.

Big Pharma Makes Trillions of Dollars/yr Selling SINthetic meds.

To Get a Patent you must prove your Chemical is SINthetic or very UnNatural

We Now Know that all of these SINthetic chemicals have side effects or cause disease or even death

No One would trust the Chemical Companies to make SINthetic Foods, Why Trust the Meds
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SYNTHETIC IS SYNTHETIC

"Trust Us, We R Big Pharma"

Pharmacology Fact: To Use a SYNTHETIC anything is an Insult to the Body

http://syntheticissynthetic4u.com/

When you discuss this with skeptical friends, ask them 2 questions **First**- Do they really trust the SINthetic Chemical companies to put people over profit, do you trust that someone does not twist statistics to make money and compromise safety?? and the **Second** Question is --If you went to the restaurant tonite and saw SINthetic Wine, Cheese, Spice, Apple Juice, or Meat, Would you order it?? Most People have now learned to Not Trust SINthetics. Would you let your children order a SINthetic (Totally ManMade) french fry???
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There will Always Be Evil Greedy Arrogant Secret Societies Who Put Profit over People

Even if Caught No Court will Take the Case No Prosecutor will Prosecute No Witness will Appear No Evidence will Survive

For every Yin There is a Yang


The Want of Money is THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL

Then What Can We Do?

The Media will not help us, they will not go against their Ultra-Rich Sponsors. The Politicians will not go against their Campaign donators. But we can use the internet to expose their plans and to spread ideas of freedom and equality.
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The Ultra-Rich Control the World Governments, The Leaders, The Politicians, The Media, The Schools, The Law and The Prosecuters They Listen to All You Say and they Control the Media and Everything you see

ON THE INTERNET

The Internet has Become a Pie in the Face Silly Media

nobody knows you’re a dog

We must Realize that any information may be lies, twisted, mis-informed, in-complete, or just SILLY. So we must Network and learn to do Critical Thinking and Do Not be afraid to ASK for help with information
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Silence in the face of Evil is itself Evil:

He who passively accepts evil is as much involved in it as he who helps to perpetrate it. He who accepts evil without protesting against it is really cooperating with it. —MLK

All tyranny needs to gain a foothold is for people of good conscience to remain silent

- Thomas Jefferson

"If Everyone thought the other guy will fight for me, then No One Would"

Destre' Toubouneb

When We Hit the 100 Monkey Level it activates the Whole Universal Consciousness Network System

A Race of Giants that know No Evil
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If You Dare to Care, Then Dare to Share

Desire 'Dubounet

the Power of Choice

POWER
TO THE ONLINE PEOPLE
KNOWLEDGE GOES FURTHER IN THE INTERNET AGE
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Politicians and the other Servants and Minions of the Evil Ultra-Rich Fear and Dread the Humiliation of Exposure
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Pharmaceutical Me

'Coming Soon'

The Story of the many Mindless Minions of the Drug Companies seeking to divert and distract people from critical thinking about SYNthetic Drugs

They will twist, lie, cheat and do anything to preserve + defend 'Profit over People'

Drugs and Side-Effects are Cute

"What fits your busy schedule better, exercising one hour a day or being dead 24 hours a day?"
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All SINthetic Drugs Have Side-Effects

For some the side-effect is death but Deaths are just the tip of the iceberg

The Hidden Side-Effects are the most pervasive and cause the most damage to our Society

"Hell, Now we have enough money to make a new drug for any side-effect, maybe not death."

With the cost of bringing a drug to market at over 1.5 million dollars, Whao do we see the ludicrous folly.

People are becoming afraid and suspicious

Clinical experience links drugs to known side effects (on the right) biochemical properties link drugs to other drugs (on left). The network then reveals new links between drugs and side effects.
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I think the social faux par is probably what most people fear... more people fear public speaking than death and that's because we don't want to make a fool of ourselves. It's fundamental.

— Ricky Gervais —

All Politicians, Prosecutors, Politicians, News Reporters Fear Humiliation and Exposure of Compliance with the Evil Ultra-Rich. No One wants to be Humiliated.
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WHAT DO THE RICH REALLY WANT?

SUPER-RICH
Your name + Value will be on a list
1. Bill Gates $72B
2. Warren Buffett $65B
3. Jeff Bezos $180B
4. Larry Page $107B
5. Carl Icahn $20B
6. Mark Zuckerberg $150B
7. Ralph Lauren $7B
8. George Lucas $4B
9. Donald Trump $8B
10. David Warner $3B

GOOD & PLENTY

These people are visible, active and they pay taxes openly

These people Value money but they also want to Be LIKED. They do Nice things for people to minimize taxes + to be liked

They play by the Rules, Love their families + their Luxury

The Super-Rich have about 100 Trillion dollars in controlled well tracked banks + assets

The Super-Rich have values, feelings and some compassion They want to be remembered fondly in history as being good

Honor is its Own Reward

It is the Deepest of All Rewards

Some People are Very Poor, All they Have is Money.
When You Learn the True Value of Honor, Then and ONLY THEN, Can You Become RICH
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PEOPLE'S GREATEST FEAR IS AS ALWAYS HUMILIATION

Doctors, Lawyers, Prosecutors, Law Makers, Politicians, Scientists, Media Reporters and all professionals do not want to be humiliated and caught in a false belief.
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THE PEOPLE DON’T KNOW THEIR TRUE POWER.

“True healthcare reform starts in your kitchen, not in Washington.”
~Anonymous

Politicians and the other Servants and Minions of the Evil Ultra-Rich Fear and Dread the Humiliation of Exposure

You have the power if you use critical thinking and carefully expose the truth without emotion
Act with conscience, critical thought, honor, and love for your family and your planet. Write your letters and send out the ideas to change the world.
"If Everyone Thought that the Other Guy Will Fight for Me, Then No One Would"

Desire' Dubonnet

But you must do something,

Can you write and mail a letter???
4000/day in the USA
21,000 children/day elsewhere

Can we predict who will become addicted to cigarettes?
By Victoria Sweeney, PhD
July 24, 2014

Every day in the United States, nearly 4,000 young people under the age of 18 smoke their first cigarette, according to the Centers for Disease Control's Youth and Tobacco Use Fact Sheet. About 1,000 of these kids will go on to become daily smokers, which is the next step on the pathway to becoming addicted to nicotine. Over the course of a year, that is 365,000 new daily smokers. About 40%, or almost 220,000, will still be regular smokers 7 to 9 years later.

Over 25,000 kids/day beneath the age of reason + consent are victims of the crimes of reckless endangerment and or willful neglect. And No One Prosecutes the Offenders who Put these Kids at Risk of addiction, debt, disease and death. No Prosecutor has the guts
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**Nothing is more DANGEROUS to a Child than Tobacco**

It will cause addiction take 15 to 20 years off of life, (This is called Murder). It will ruin the Teeth, It will make the person spend massive money, Ruin lives and make Slaves to BIG EVIL TOBACCO

**But**

Legal Prosecutors are NOT Allowed to Charge Adults with Reckless Endangerment, Neglect for Allowing underage Kids to Smoke +Become Addicted and Diseased

Could just 100 people save the world from the Evil Ultra-Rich?

What if just 100 people wrote to 100 Prosecutors? If just 100 prosecutros got a letter laughing at them for just how cowardly they are for not trying to oppose the world’s largest killer.

http://indavideo.hu/video/Desi_Auld_Lang_Sang_rememberance_for_dead_from_smoking

What if a group of prosecutors were publically humiliated for just how cowardly they are in defending the Ultra-Rich?

**What if they wrote a letter like this?**

**What if the public could read it?**
Dear Mr Prosecutor:

As I look out my window I see children beneath the age of consent smoking cigarettes. In fact almost every window in the world has seen this event. These children are looking forward to having over $300,000 stolen from their life savings, and over 15 years of their life taken away. If a man jumps from the top of the Empire State Building and on his way down is shot by a man on the 40th floor, the man is guilty of murder even if they deprive a few seconds from someone. And your office overlooks the theft of 15 years. Someone is supposed to be responsible for each child, and there is not much greater danger to be had than letting them get dependent to a deadly extremely addictive substance like tobacco.

If someone has sex with a minor, you as a prosecutor do all that you can to bring them to justice. Hunt them with dogs and helicopters to track down someone who had sex with a lying consenting 15 year old who looked 21. But someone get your child addicted, robbed of massive money in life, and deprived of years of life and your office looks away. And the world wonders WHY???

We know that a child needs to be protected by family and the law until they reach the age of maturity. And yet the person guilty of statutory rape is not taking away a single hour of life, and not taking a thin dime. And your office looks the other way as our children become addicted slaves to Big Tobacco.

The person allowing the child to smoke is taking away 15 years and hundreds of thousands of dollars and your office allows this. In fact your office allows this in a very large quantity. We all know you know what reckless endangerment and willful neglect really is, and we know that you are afraid to confront the power of BIG Tobacco. We would not expect such fear from our prosecutors who should represent the best of law. You should be protecting our children not helping Big Tobacco procure lifetime slaves.

We laugh at you and your unwillingness to stop the killing or even acknowledge the largest killer of people on the planet earth (BIG Tobacco). We laugh with tears in our eyes at your fear and terror of confronting BIG Tobacco. We know that BIG Tobacco depends on children becoming addicted before they learn to think for themselves and before they learn to be able to deny peer pressure. And BIG Tobacco depends on your office looking the other way.

Every child smoking should have some protection from your office. The crimes of reckless endangerment and willful neglect regarding tobacco addiction need your office to address.

We know that ultimately BIG Tobacco needs profit from the millions of smokers and they need a new crop of them each year as the old crop is dying. And we laugh at your office and the hypocrisy your office shows. Profit is not more important than people. Your Ultra-Rich masters are hurting our society. We hope that one day someone will sit in your chair and do the right thing and stop these massive crimes.
Dear Mr. Prosecutor

We know that a child needs to be protected by family and the law until they reach the age of maturity. And your office looks the other way as our children become addicted slaves to Big Tobacco.

We Laugh at your Cowardice
Open Letter to the Legislature and Authorities:
http://indavideo.hu/video/Open_Letter_about_SINthetic_drugs_2nd_version

Dear Sirs and Madams:

We would like it to be known that we do NOT want to have Unnatural Chemicals or Drugs put into our bodies. We know that a Synthetic Anything is an Insult to the Body

And we do NOT want our bodies or our children’s bodies insulted. We believe these Synthetic are SINthetics. Every SINthetic drug causes Side Effects and or Dependencies we do NOT Want

In order to get a Patent, you must Prove that your Chemical is NOT of Nature. The Patent is only given if you Prove your Chemical Drug has never existed before in Nature.

Patent Drugs are by definition UnNatural

We Do Want SINthetic Foods and we do NOT want SINthetic Drugs

We want as Natural treatment as possible

The Great Experiment of SINthetic Drugs has failed. When just one drug was found excessively harmful, we then knew that Drugs could hurt. When ten drugs were found harmful enough to remove from the market, we knew it was more than possible there was hurt. When a hundred drugs were found possible then we knew it was not just possible but probable. When more than a THOUSAND SINthetic Drugs were found dangerous then we knew the great SINthetic Experiment has FAILED

Now well past 1000 to the tens of thousands, we know all know that SINthetic drugs offer danger Side Effects, Dependency, Toxicity, Intolerance, Anaphylactic or iatrogenic Dangers are Manifest

We do NOT want to be given a SINthetic drug unless it is a last, Last, LAST Resort

We want to Fight for Freedom to Choose. We have the Right of Informed Consent and

We do not want to be a part of the SINthetic Experiment anymore

The 2015 Nobel Prize in Medicine was given to researchers who found a NATURAL medicine for diseases

We do not believe the Chemical Companies are honest. We believe the Chemical Companies Put Profit over People

We want Natural Medicine funded, researched, developed and We want to minimize all risks to ourselves and our children

We have the right and the freedom to choose, and WE CHOOSE NATURAL

We would like it to be known that we do NOT want to have Unnatural Chemicals or Drugs put into our bodies.
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There is no force so powerful as an idea whose time has come.

Greater than the tread of mighty armies is an idea whose time has come.

Victor Hugo

There's only one thing stronger than all the armies of the world—and that is an idea whose time has come.

Victor Hugo
THE ONLY PEOPLE WHO ARE MAD AT YOU FOR SPEAKING THE TRUTH ARE THOSE PEOPLE WHO ARE LIVING A LIE.

KEEP SPEAKING THE TRUTH.

"Beneath this mask there is more than flesh. Beneath this mask there is an idea! And ideas are bulletproof."

"Let’s Chat, for in our Words we express Ideas and Ideas can best Challenge Oppression and Tryanny"

- V
  V for Vendetta

https://www.facebook.com/groups/askandreveal/
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4 Horsemen of the Apocalypse

The Bible Predicts
Avoid Sugar, Tobacco, Boiled Oil+SINthetic Drugs

4 Industries of Death

We have lost our freedom of speech, lost our rights of Privacy and the Ultra-Rich have stolen our wealth.

They have taken control of the FDA.

Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma are protected by the same agency that was designed to regulate them.

They attack drugless therapies and any who want to discuss Equality. Our society grows Fat, Stupid, Apathetic, and mired in self pity and easily diverted from truth. Money, Wealth and Celebrity are All.

The Environment is slowly destroyed for profit.

The people are just cattle grown stupid and made to feel incomplete so they will want to buy what the Ultra-Rich want them to buy or do what they are told.

Few have the intellect to even see this.

What if they wrote a letter like this?

What if the public could read it?
We have seen thru the world’s largest lie. A Synthetic chemical is NOT the same as its Natural antecedent. In fact it is a Pharmaceutical law that “a Synthetic anything is an INSULT to the Body.” The people making the patents have malevolently led the world to believe that these compounds are safe. Synthetic medicines all have side effects. We do not trust the profiteering chemical companies.

The whole world has learned to not trust the chemical companies. We have learned the hard way not to trust synthetic foods. Only an uninformed fool would order Synthetic Wine or Cheese from a Restaurant Menu. We know the finest quality comes from Natural foods. And now we must accept that the same is true for our medicines. We have the Freedom to believe in nature and to discuss our beliefs.

What is a synthetic? Well by definition you can only get a drug patent if you can prove that your substance has not existed before. Thus by definition a patented medicine is unnatural and synthetic.

If there was just one synthetic medicine removed from the market for being unsafe after first being deemed safe, it would indicate it is slightly possible that a Synthetic could be harmful. If there were ten such removals it would indicate there is more than a slight risk. If there were 100 then a warning should occur. But actually there has been multi-thousands. The list is so long of drugs once thought safe that are now hurting people, that it questions the acceptance approval process altogether. The excess damages, side effects and harms of SINthetics means it is not just possible but actually probable and very likely that a synthetic chemical will hurt you. The leading cause of accidental death is now from these synthetic drugs as it has moved past car accidents on the death list. We have decided to call them SINthetics. It is a ruse and very unwise to assume they are safe.

The 2015 Nobel Prize in Medicine was given to a researcher who found a natural medicine to help one of the biggest problems malaria. All of medicine should not be SINthetics and patented medicines. So it is possible to find other natural medicines as well. Millions exist and with scientific evidence. Natural Medicine is a very viable scientific field and needs more respect.

We do not want to be forced to take these SINthetics. We want to preserve our freedom of choice to try natural medicines. We do not want our doctors to continue to be pill pushers for evil profit over people Big Pharma. The FDA has become the protector of Big Pharm not the protector of the people.

The FDA has maliciously and inappropriately done many witch hunts on Natural Medicine doctors. Ideas of natural medicine are squelched by Big Pharma minions. The evidence against SINthetics is extreme. And we deserve the right to choose other more natural methods and to have these methods investigated and taught to our doctors.

Please fight for our rights to resist the lies of Big Pharma about SINthetic medications.
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The Nobel Prize in medicine has been awarded for Natural Cures against Malaria and Roundworms

They have saved of millions of lives. (Reuters/Brian Snyder/Kyodo)

WRITTEN BY Akshat Rathi October 05, 2015

The 2015 Nobel Prize in medicine has been awarded to three scientists from China, Ireland, and Japan. One half of the prize is shared by William Campbell of Drew University and Satoshi Ōmura of Kitasato University for their work on “a novel therapy against infections caused by roundworm parasites.” The other half goes to Youyou Tu of the China Academy of Traditional Chinese Medicine for her discovery of “a novel therapy against malaria.”

Natural Medicine is The Way

They Resisted the BIG Money of a Patent
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Two of the major problems of our world today are

1. Excess green house gases (like Carbon Dioxide, Methane, and Synthetic compounds) the deep ground Petroleum makes excess pollution, and a lack of good available oxygen. Cows and farm animals take in Oxygen and produce excess Methane and Carbon Dioxide.

2. Bad diet and life style of excess meat, synthetics foods and medicines, dextrose sugar, cooked oil trans fatty acids, lack of vegetables, tobacco, stress, lack of exercise and lack of good air (as the oxygen level decreases) all producing excess degenerative disease.

These problems have a simple quick solution from the Angel. The switch to increase plants and thus a more farming society and economy is the answer. Plants take in Carbon Dioxide and give off oxygen. Eating more vegetables drastically reduces degenerative disease. We can easily now use bio fuels and bio mass to produce a much cleaner gasoline from plants.

This would quickly solve many problems, But this would effect the greed of Big Sugar, Big Oil, Big Pharmaceuticals, and others. Greed and delusion of false beliefs stop us from Healing the Planet and Ourselves.

THE ANGEL MUST TEMPT THE SMALL PETTY GREEDY MINDS TO RELEASE THEIR FALSE BELIEFS. RELEASE THEIR AVARICE, RELEASE THEIR ANGER. EAT OF THE FRUIT OF KNOWLEDGE AND SEE THAT WE ALL SHARE AIR

THE ANGEL CAN LEAD US TO RETURN TO THE GARDEN OF EDEN FOR A THOUSAND YEARS

PEOPLE COMPLAIN ABOUT CHANGING FOOD INTAKE BECAUSE OF ADDICTION AND HABIT. BAD FOODS CAN BE ADDICTIVE. WHEN PEOPLE ARE GIVEN MORE HEALTHY DIETS THEY COMPLAIN AT FIRST. THEN THEY START TO ACCLIMATE, THEN THEY LIKE BEING MORE HEALTHY AND HAVING MORE ENERGY. THEN THEY CANNOT IMAGINE EATING THE OLD UNHEALTHY FOODS AND FINALLY THEY DISLIKE THE OLD UNHEALTHY SLOW POISON FOODS.

YOU JUST NEED TO START EATING HEALTHY FOR YOUR HEALTH AND THE HEALTH OF THE PLANET.

BREAK THE ADDICTION TO SLOW POISON FOODS.
Problem
The World’s Problem is too much Carbon Dioxide + too little Oxygen.

Solution
The Solution is Plants
According to Quantum Electro-Dynamics, plants take CO₂ and convert it to O₂. We must encourage every land and all plants, stop wasting good farm land anywhere; use our deserts to develop large desalination sites that use the sun to desalinate sea water and use the water to grow plants HYDROPONICALLY.

In the Garden of Eden the Serpent tempted the woman and the man. They gained knowledge, but lost innocence.

Mankind has developed many false beliefs based on the promise of this knowledge. These false beliefs have jeopardized the planet. False beliefs such as synthetic drugs and foods, that petroleum should be our fuel, allopathic medicine, tobacco, dextrose sugar, meat as a staple food, unequal education to keep minorities down, the survival of the fittest, and that the media is real and unbiased. In fact these false beliefs make money and greed become uncontrollable. Money is a drug.

Now at the time of change, an Angel of both sexes will tempt the serpent. The serpent is the base lizard brain in all humans. This lizard brain is the source of anger, hate, aggression, greed, and the delusion and clinging to false beliefs that make money but threaten the very existence of human life on this planet. The Angel will defeat the greed and delusion of the lizard brain and lead humanity to a thousand years of peace harmony, freedom from excess degenerative disease, excess greed, discrimination, and inequality.

The Angel will return us to the Garden of Eden.

1. We must stop the over consumption of meat and switch to the more healthy fruits and vegetables. Wake up people’s minds.
2. Switch from fossil fuel to Bio-fuels and Bio-mass fuels.
3. Limit petro-synthetic chemical production and use organic chemicals from plants such as sugar or herbs.
4. Use dextrose sugar for Batteries, and fructose sugar for foods.
5. Use more Natural Medicine by changing the law to not just protect Patents but to protect Natural Recipes and Natural Made Medicines.
6. Stop the Danger of GMOs to destroy the balance
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Switch to a High Tech Agro-Society for energy, medicines, supplies and food

It is obvious to us that the solution to our “Global Warming” problem and to “Clean Up” our air and environment is to switch from DRILLING our oil to GROWING our oil. The antiquated malevolent drilling process takes in valuable Oxygen and releases more toxic CO2 into the atmosphere. This is putting our planet into extreme jeopardy.

Growing our Oil uses plants that take in CO2 and make Oxygen. The grown plant oil is cleaner, helps the environment and is much less expensive. Let’s see, we all know it is cleaner, cheaper, safer, less toxic, destroys CO2 and makes life giving Oxygen.

It is available right now to be used as Bio-mass, Bio-oil, algae oil and others for diesel cars everywhere. Bio-energy also saves the small farmer and gives him a new crop and a new way to make money. Helping the endangered farmer alone will dramatically help protect and preserve our society. Changing to a High Tech Agro-Society has many incredible ways to help and even save our society.

Then why do we not switch or even really start switching to a High Tech Agro-Society for our energy, medicines, and foods. The answer is that the Evil Ultra-Rich do not want us to. They control so much of our world and they have heavily invested in the drilling and refining of the expensive, dirty, polluting, CO2 producing drilling for oil. They need time to buy up more of the small farms. They need to sell the refineries to dim-witted investors. They want to make patents on bio-energy seeds. In other words until they can take control of the trillion dollar bio-energy complex they do not want others to get involved.

Well we see thru the Evil Ultra Rich malevolent plans. We need to save our planet, save our air, save our children, save our farmers and save money now. We are tired of excuses, diversion, distractions, and out and out lies. It is time we stop trying to make profit for the rich and start saving the planet.
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Big Pharma
Big Tobacco
Big Money
Big Sugar

Ultra-Rich CORPORATIONS of DEATH

WALL STREET

BIG OIL

Weapons Sales

The Media Cannot Tell Stories That Offend Their Masters

The Ultra-Rich Corporations that Sponsor the Media OWN IT.

Big Media will NOT tell You the Whole Truth

Solution: Tell your media You DEMAND a more Honest News, even if it offends your Masters or else you will Listen Elsewhere
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Here are the Cartels of Death—click on pics to learn more-

These Evil Ultra-Rich Cartels all make profit from killing people. All have manipulated the media to slant or even
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ignore stories that interfere with their profit. No one should believe the corporate media.

Battle of the Milennia: David Desi vs. Goliaths

I have sworn upon the altar of God, eternal hostility against every form of tyranny over the mind of man

~ Thomas Jefferson

www.thefederalistpapers.org

see the movie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=214C0m8XGCO

“I also have so sworn to oppose all tyranny over the minds of man such as the SINthetic drug cartels!”

https://www.facebook.com/groups/askandreveal/
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The Man Who Left America to Find Freedom...
...Who is No Longer a Man.

An Angel is Often Just a Messenger.
This Angel is a Messenger of personal and mental freedom. But there are those that are afraid of freedom, especially mental freedom.
The Ultra Rich retained their small minded army to stop the message by stopping the messenger.

The Ultra-Rich Own and Control The News Media

You will be silenced if you threaten the Ultra-Rich

There are Certain Topics that Cannot be Discussed on the News

You cannot discuss:

- Equal Economic Education
- Letting the Big Head choose not the little head
- A Synthetic Anything is an Insult to the Body
- Grow our Oil, Not Dig for it
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FOR EVERY NEW DRUG WE WILL INVENT A DISEASE

You can defeat the Evil Ultra Rich and their companies of death with critical thinking and a few letters.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Headlines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>REAL NEWS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEADLINES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16,000 Children die from Hunger each day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REAL NEWS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEADLINES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,500 People die from Cancer each Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REAL NEWS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEADLINES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000 people die each day from Drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REAL NEWS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEADLINES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Thousand People a day die from Wars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REAL NEWS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEADLINES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 12,000 people a day die from the effects of smoking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REAL NEWS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEADLINES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 12,000 Children/da illegally become addicted to Smoke Tobacco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REAL NEWS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEADLINES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 20 Children a week Die from Guns in the USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REAL NEWS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEADLINES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic Drugs Kill More than AutoAccidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REAL NEWS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEADLINES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000 deaths per day involve Bad Nutrition + Lifestyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REAL NEWS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEADLINES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 2,100 children are reported missing each day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REAL NEWS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEADLINES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The News never allows a message like 'a Synthetic any thing is an insult to the Body'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REAL NEWS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEADLINES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The World News Thinks with the Little Head not the BIG Head</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The World News Media Had to pick a Name for the Idiots who were Killing Innocent People in the name of a Cause.

People who Shared their Cause called them Heros, but that was not True or Valid.

Actually these Dim-Wits Hide their faces in Cowardice and they Disgrace everything they believe in. They Disgrace their Families, their Country, They Disgrace their Religion.

To Sell Papers, To Make Profit, the Media Stupidly Decided to call them 'Terrorists' Terrorism.

If the Media Press would have Called them 'Disgraceful Cowards' it would have ended the killing. Who would want to be called a 'Disgaceful Coward'?? The Greed of the Press has killed People.
On the 8th day of the 8th month in 2008
The US legislature gave the USA the full right to listen to all electronic communications (calls, bank drafts, money exchange, email, everything)
None of the world governments resisted at all. (Because of 9-11)
The world lost privacy that day

On the 8th day of the 8th month in 2008
Rupert Murdoch bought the Wall Street Journal, now there are about 5 corporations in charge of what we see, hear and know from the major media. They control the media.
To the Chinese 8-8-8 is the number of money - It seems to be true.

The Ultra-Rich media will not let my movies be shown to the world

On the 8th day of the 8th month in 1945: Truman committed the greatest war crime of all time ordering the bombing of Nagasaki

So if there is ever a day to take pause, and reflect on the negative aspects of humanity, greed, anger, delusion, arrogance bigotry, Today might just be that day.

Our Awareness can bring Reflection, our Reflection can perhaps prevent negative thoughts before they become actions. Thus we can make our planet a bit better and a more positive place to be.

Only By Sometimes Reflecting on Negativity can we Trully Find Positivity
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"I'm as mad as hell and I'm not going to take this anymore!"

Let me have my toaster, my TV my steel-belted radials.

I'm a human being my life has value.

http://indavideo.hu/video/Network_Fair_Use_Remake
The Ultra-Rich control the Media and they prevent stories that interfere with their profits. If any of you watch TV in America you will quickly see just how much the SINthetic drugs dominate the advertising scene. If someone threatens the SINthetic Drug cartel it would threaten profit dramatically. Well what if the whole idea behind SINthetic Drugs is wrong. No one would order SINthetic foods. Everyone knows not to trust the SINthetic chemical companies. People want natural foods not chemicals. What if people had a choice between natural vs SINthetic medicines? What if the simple factual message ‘A SINthetic anything is an Insult to the Body’, was allowed to be told to the people??? This would interfere with profit.

When Desire’ wrote the scientific book proving SINthetic insult, she became silenced.
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SYNTHETIC IS SYNTHETIC

Pharmacology Fact: To Use a SYNTHETIC anything is an Insult to the Body

http://syntheticissynthetic4u.com/

Every drug that has been recalled by the FDA...

was first proven to be “safe and effective” by the FDA

Thousands of Drugs recalled for hurting people is proof that the Current system of the Statistical Science, Synthetic Chemical Processing is severely flawed and needs to be changed or just dropped completely
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Anything SINTthetic is an INSULT to our Bodies

Here is the simple condensed, essence of what we need to know, we need to stop insulting our bodies on every visit to the doctor just to make profits from their patents, doctors need to be taught reverence for nature, and the first and second interventions should be life style and natural as possible, then if these fail the third line of intervention should be SINTthetic, because there is a time for all things under heaven, even for SINThetics, but they should not be our first line of defense

Desire Dubounet - Scientist, Lawyer, Doctor, Professor

The trillion dollar industry of SINThetic drugs would colaspe if this simple idea was expressed “A SINTthetic Anything is an Insult to your body, you won’t order SINThetic foods, You are afraid of SINThetic Chemicals, Why put SINThetic Drugs into your Body if you do not have to”
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Big Tobacco - Evil that does not die

"The Tobacco Companies sell addiction. They Do all they can to enhance the addictive effects of Nicotine to enslave the child and then make money from them for the rest of their lives. They Lie, slander, cheat, threaten and kill for profit."

THE INSIDER

Jeffery Wigand  Russel Crowe  Al Paccino  Lowell Bregman

There is no greater proof of an Evil Killing set of Corporations armed with Evil Lawyers that Stifle + control the Media than Big Tobacco

Yeah, at times I wish I hadn't done it. There were times I felt compelled to do it. If you ask me would I do it again, do I think it's worth it? Yeah, I think it's worth it.

Here is a shorter version of the movie (1 hr 10 min v 2hr 40 min) for you to see the true story. http://indavideo.hu/video/The_Insider_trail about the power of Big Tobacco short version
Injustice Facts
@InjusticeFacts

There are 1500 newspapers, 1100 magazines, 9000 radio stations, 1500 TV stations, 2400 publishers, owned by only 3 corporations.
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THE SIX UNHEALTHY WHITES Do NOT EAT These Foods

- White Rice
- White Flour
- White Sugar
- White Pork
- White Potato
- Milk

THE WHITER THE BREAD

THE QUICKER YOUR DEAD
PROOF SUGAR IS BAD, VERY BAD, REALLY LISTEN IT IS EXTREMELY BAD AND A MAJOR CAUSE AND AGGRAVATOR OF ALL DISEASE

http://youtu.be/Ah88gjejCTU short story of sugar

http://indavideo.hu/video/Bad_Bacteria_Take_over_the_Brain

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Bad%20Blood%20Bacteria%20can%20control%20the%20brain.pdf

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Mental%20Health%20and%20the%20Gut%20Flora,%20the%20Research%20Evidence%20Copy.pdf


http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/The%20Story%20of%20Sugars%20with%20Key%20Articles%20from%20The%20New%20England%20Journal%20of%20Medicine.pdf


http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/California%20bill%20would%20require%20warning%20labels%20on%20sugary%20drinks.pdf


http://medicalexposeddownloads.com/PDF/Obama%20pushes%20FDA%20to%20make%20nutrition%20labels%20show%20added%20sugar.pdf
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When small minds attack
Natural Medicine IMUNE stands
Firm on the Bridge and Says
"You will NOT Pass"
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--But the purveyors of conventional wisdom were always quick to defend him as a job creator.

Does the One Rich Guy own everything?

By TOM TOMORROW

Over the years, income inequality continued to rise... until finally, one rich guy owned as much as the rest of the planet combined.

With so much wealth in one guy’s hands, everyone else had to tighten their belts and make do with a little less.

I remember when we had schools and police and fire departments! Why there were street lights out in front of your house at night!

What’s a “house”?

Occasionally someone made a mildly critical remark about the one rich guy:

--Standing: He sure owns a lot of the planet’s resources!

How dare they! This is worse than Hitler, Stalin and Vlad the Impaler combined!

Track this person down and have them killed.

Yes Sir.

Eventually, Americans grew angry at the sheer injustice of it all and rose up in revolution-- nah, just kidding.

I’m not the one rich guy now-- but maybe someday I will be! And I sure don’t want to have to pay high taxes then!

Besides, capitalism will always have winners and losers.

Well, a winner.

Right.

And the one rich guy lived happily ever after!

http://indavideo.hu/video/Understanding_Part_1

http://indavideo.hu/video/Understanding_Part_2 - what has held us back from exploring the galaxy

http://indavideo.hu/video/Imune_explains_to_us_why_Corporations_are_all_Psychopathic

http://indavideo.hu/video/The_Evil_of_BIG_Weapons_sales_presents_Lord_of_War


http://syntheticissynthetic4u.com
PRINT MONEY FOR THE POOR AND LET THEM SHOP

We Printed Money for the Rich

Why not Print some for the Poor ??

Desire' Dubounet Gets Nominated for the Nobel Prize in Economics for this Movie
Dramatization of the true story of how Prof. Nelson broke up a worldwide pedophile gang involving Mark Dutroux. Shot in over twenty countries, this is an exciting but disturbing expose.

In 1996 an international pedophile gang attempted to kill Bill Nelson when he tried to stop them.

Bill, with help of a French policeman was able to disrupt this gang involving Mark Dutroux.

Over 25 witnesses including the policeman were killed in a cover up of the gang. Bill made three movies of the events around this problem. Someone must protect the children.
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"Because I am Outraged
I have become
Outrages"
Your editor and author
Desire' Dubouei